**rooflights.com**  WHERE DO I MEASURE TO?  

**Pitchglaze measurement**  
Our Pitchglaze roof windows take the critical dimension measurement of the **internal viewable width** - see image C.  
It is important that you allow 61mm on all four sides between the internal viewable width and the supporting structure to allow for internal finishes.

**Pitchvent measurement**  
Our Pitchvent roof windows take the critical dimension measurement of the **internal viewable width** - see image B.  
It is important that you allow 147mm on all four sides between the internal viewable width and the supporting structure to allow for internal finishes.

**Keylite measurement**  
Our Keylite roof windows take the critical dimension measurement of the **external frame size of the roof window** - see image D.  
When preparing the aperture, you will need to add 40mm on to each side of your roof window frame size.

**rooflight measurement**  
Our stock rooflights take the critical dimension measurement of the **external weathered kerb** - see image A.  
Please refer to the specific product drawings for details on kerb dimensions.